SHUDDH DAIRY – WEBSITE CONTENT

ABOUT US –
Shuddh Milk is an AGMARK certified company and ISO 9000. We are
committed to deliver international standards of health and quality.
We are a company which focuses on not just distributing milk but
also providing optimum quality services. Shuddh Milk is a one of its
kind company which provides tasty milk from a spacious farm with
healthy cows pampered with love and a capacity to produce 30,000
litres of milk in a day.
Our unit has the finest technologies that facilitate multiple tasks
like milking, processing and packaging while conforming to all dairy
practices.
Shuddh Milk is made with a vision to provide the best quality. Milk
is our sole concentration and we constantly strive to innovate and
add colours to our advancements to deliver the best possible product
in the best manner. Since milk is an essential part of the daily
diet and it helps in strengthening the body and gaining stamina,
we’re one place, where milk is taken very seriously!

OUR MILK –
Delivering fresh milk right from the farm to your home!
Absolutely Fresh...
We aim to provide our customers with high level of hygiene
standards. Shuddh Milk provides the best quality milk with the most
stringent quality standards and strict monitoring over the health of
cows. It is extracted fresh, without absolutely no human contact,
processed with the machinery that utilizes German technology,
packaged and stored chilled at 4 degree Celsius and then sent out to
be delivered fresh. This process ensures that you are able to get
all benefits of the natural milk all-round the year.
Shuddh milk is instantly pasteurized and bottled so that the purity
is maintained and the consumers get 100% authentic taste. While
processing, we take special care to make sure that the nutritional
values of the milk remains enhanced.

OUR FARM –

Our farm is spread across a region of 30 acres and has abundant
greenery around. The farm is a giant conglomerate of nature and
science. It has a unique balance of state-of-the-industry equipment
and the natural serenity to bring out the best of milk, every single
time.






Farm located in a lush green environment
Swiss Holstein and Friesian cows producing one of the best
quality milk in the world
The world class technology facilitates the process of
pasteurizing, chilling and packaging the fresh milk from the
farm
Delivering the best and purest milk in the country

OUR COWS
Cows are the only source of milk, we utilize and we love to pamper
them well. Our farm has Swiss Holstein and Friesian cows which are
the best cows in the world to produce high quality milk. All our
cows are pampered well and made sure that we take full care of them,
even when it comes to their health and hygiene. We not only keep
them in greenery but make sure that they are in a cool atmosphere
with water sprinklers and fans. We know that if the cow is happy and
content only then will it give the supreme quality milk.
OUR NURTURING
We have a special team of qualified veterinary scientists and cattle
nurturing experts that make sure for every cow to feel loved, cared
and healthy. Our team is trained especially, to take care of the
cows and they do so, all round the clock. This has been one of our
specialties and we take pride in owning some of the happiest cows in
the country that give us the richest of milks you would have ever
tried.
DIET OF COWS
With proper nutrition, balanced nourishing diet and healthy daily
routines, we let our cows feel happy and keep their moods elevated.
We take proper care of our cows’ diet and make sure that they have a
wholesome, planned and fulfilling experience every day. By
supplementing our cows are with right nutrition and food with the
right mixture of vitamins and minerals, we allow them to have no
scope of any deficiency related health disorders which is one of the
most common issues with other milk providers. Additionally, the
fodder content is updated regularly to make sure that the seasonal
crops are included from time to time, unlike a steady, unchanged
meal, for the entire year.

OUR TECHNOLOGY
Our technology is absolutely at par with the highest standard around
the world. Be it extraction of milk or the requirement of processing
milk, we do it all, in the best possible way. Apart from this, we
have also strategically invested in the automation technologies that
enable our cows to go through routine check-ups and to be sure that
everything is alright and okay to empower a healthy milking process.

